Avast Business
Managed Antivirus
Deliver award-winning antivirus to
all devices and manage centrally
With Avast Business Managed Antivirus, businesses can
deploy award-winning endpoint protection for devices, data,
and people – anywhere on the network. Remotely install antivirus
on devices across multiple offices and centrally manage them
from an easy-to-read dashboard to ensure all devices are always
up-to-date and malware free.
Powerful cyberprotection

Our hundreds of millions of users continually feed data into our immense cloud-based
machine-learning engine, helping us quickly identify and destroy threats.

Complete visibility

Deploy, configure, and manage antivirus from a centralized dashboard for complete
visibility across all managed devices, whether they are onsite or remote.

Comprehensive reporting

Stay on top of your security with in-depth analyses displayed in easy-to-read reports that
include threats blocked, devices without antivirus, and devices with overdue virus scans.

Multi OS Support

Endpoint Protection supports MacOS devices and Windows computers and servers.
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Product Features

device

File Shield

Antivirus

Antivirus
Pro

Antivirus
Pro Plus

Scans any file that is opened or downloaded to make sure it’s malware-free.

Web Shield

Checks web URLs and certificates to ensure they’re safe before a network
connection is made.

Mail Shield

Inspects both incoming and outgoing emails to ensure they are completely
malware-free.

Behavior Shield

Looks for suspicious behavior in programs installed on devices that may indicate
malicious code.

CyberCapture

Detects and analyzes suspicious files in a safe, virtual environment.

Firewall

Monitors all network traffic between PC and the outside world to prevent
unauthorized communication.

Anti-spam

Keeps dangerous phishing emails and annoying spam from cluttering and
compromising inboxes.

SmartScan

Scans for malware, out-of-date patches, unsafe settings, and suspicious add-ons.

Sandbox

Lets users run applications, download files, and visit websites in a secure, virtual
environment that is isolated from the rest of the computer.

Wi-Fi Inspector

Scans networks for vulnerabilities, checks network, device, and router settings,
and identifies threats.

Real Site

Protects against DNS (Domain Name System) hijacking to ensure the correct website
is displayed.

Rescue Disk

Boots up a PC that’s been infected with malware from a USB that contains a clean
version of the system.

Security Browser Extension*

Scans websites for reputation and authenticity, blocks ads, and puts devices
in super-safe mode for additional privacy.
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data

Antivirus

Antivirus
Pro

Antivirus
Pro Plus

Data Shredder

Overwrites files multiple times to permanently erase sensitive data making it
irretrievable.

Exchange Server Protection

Scans and filters emails at the Exchange server level – stopping potential
attacks before they spread to the network.

SharePoint Server Protection

identity

Checks all the files uploaded onto your shared storage to ensure no malware
can compromise data.

Passwords

Protects employees login details with a secure master password, and includes
a browser add-on for secure auto-filling

SecureLine VPN

Encrypts your data and secures your connection when using public Wi-Fi
connections, such as those in cafes or airports.

Browser Cleanup

Checks browsers for add-ons with poor reputation and removes cookies that contain
personal information.

Webcam Shield*

Prevents applications and malware from accessing your PC’s webcam
without your consent.
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Available in the following platforms:
Management Console

CloudCare

The Management Console is ideal for small
businesses that need an easy-to-use, cloud-based
platform to quickly deploy comprehensive protection
to multiple endpoints, schedule regular scans, and
quickly add more devices.

CloudCare is ideal for small to medium businesses
and IT service providers that want a single, multitenant security platform to monitor threats, resolve
issues, and deliver comprehensive endpoint and
network security services.

Compare Platform Features

Management
Console

CloudCare

Antivirus
Antivirus Pro
Antivirus Pro Plus
Central Dashboard
On Premise
Cloud
Reporting
Policy Management
Remote IT Support
Real-Time Monitoring & Alerting

* These features are not currently available in CloudCare

About Avast Business
Avast Business provides advanced, integrated endpoint and network security
solutions for businesses and IT service providers. Backed by the largest,
most globally dispersed threat detection network in the world, the
Avast Business security portfolio makes it easy and affordable to secure,
manage, and monitor changing business networks. The result is superior
protection that businesses can count on.
For more information about our managed security services and cybersecurity
solutions, visit www.avast.com/business.
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